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Frankfurt, Germany to provide their research results, new thoughts, and practical development experiences. We tend to hope that you just can grasp this the educational occasion to revitalize the enduring connections and flash with newspapers around the globe.

Maths Congress 2020 will encourage scientists and researchers & young researchers in their early stage of career graph to widely discuss their outcome so as to enrich and develop the idea by felicitating them with the various Awards in their respective fields. The Main aim is meant to encourage students in taking active part in the International Science platform to sharpen their skills and knowledge.

The Sponsor & Exhibitor in the Math’s Congress 2020 will get chance to expose themselves to new clients, customer, business, brand awareness and media exposure. Our sponsorship has categorized with Premium Sponsorship Packages: Elite Sponsor, Silver Sponsor, Gold Sponsor, Exhibition, Media Partner, Collaborator, Additional Sponsorship Packages and Advertisements

Our Longdom Academies categories seek to acknowledge Scientists, Researcher, Professor, Industrialists, and Students in various scientific fields who are making an outstanding contribution to the world of Science for the better and healthy future.

ACADEMIC AWARDS

Best speaker award
This Speaker award seeks to recognise an individual who have demonstrated excellence when it comes to elaborating the presentation with an ease in Speaker Sessions through an ongoing high-quality standard of his experience.

Best research award
This Research award seeks to appreciate an individual or team who have displayed excellence when it comes to research in their respective area, with high-quality standard of their efforts to make it possible for new innovation.

Best young researcher award
This Young Researcher award seeks to encourage students in taking active part in the International Science platform to

Best poster award
This Poster Award seeks to appreciate an individual who have displayed excellence when it comes to expose research in poster presentation category, with high-quality standard of their efforts to make it possible for new ideas & innovation.

Best e-poster award
This E-Poster Award seeks to appreciate an individual who have displayed excellence when it comes to expose research in E-poster category.

BUSINESS AWARDS

Best sponsor award
This Sponsorship award seeks to recognise an individual company or organization that has supported our attendees or participants to improve their research, by providing an opportunity to expose their research in an innovative project or scheme.

Best exhibitor award
This Exhibition award seeks to recognise an individual company that has exhibits their related Research ideas and products which has better future scope and helpful for our researchers and scientists in their respective field.

Best collaborator award
This Collaboration award seeks to recognise an individual or team of organization who have collaborated with us to support each other professional growth and reputation and to be helpful for our attendees or participants.

Best media partner award
This Media Partnership award seeks to recognise an individual or team of organization who have made partnership with us to broadcast each other professional growth and reputation to be helpful for our attendees or participants.
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